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Heterogeneous nuclear ribonuclear protein K (hnRNPK) is an abundant RNA-binding protein crucial
for a wide variety of biological processes. While
its binding preference for multi-cytosine-patch (Cpatch) containing RNA is well documented, examination of binding to known cellular targets that contain
C-patches reveals an unexpected breadth of binding affinities. Analysis of in-cell crosslinking data reinforces the notion that simple C-patch preference
is not fully predictive of hnRNPK localization within
transcripts. The individual RNA-binding domains of
hnRNPK work together to interact with RNA tightly,
with the KH3 domain being neither necessary nor
sufficient for binding. Rather, the RG/RGG domain
is implicated in providing essential contributions to
RNA-binding, but not DNA-binding, affinity. hnRNPK
is essential for X chromosome inactivation, where it
interacts with Xist RNA specifically through the Xist
B-repeat region. We use this interaction with an RNA
motif derived from this B-repeat region to determine
the RNA-structure dependence of C-patch recognition. While the location preferences of hnRNPK for
C-patches are conformationally restricted within the
hairpin, these structural constraints are relieved in
the absence of RNA secondary structure. Together,
these results illustrate how this multi-domain protein’s ability to accommodate and yet discriminate
between diverse cellular RNAs allows for its broad
cellular functions.
INTRODUCTION
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein K (hnRNPK) is
an abundant, single-stranded nucleic acid binding protein
whose RNA binding activity regulates gene expression at
many levels, including transcription, RNA splicing and sta-

bility, and translation (1–3). In addition to binding RNA,
hnRNPK also interacts with many proteins, such as p53
and RNA helicase DDX3X, to affect a variety of signaling
pathways including the DNA damage and oxidative stress
responses (4,5), and its haploinsufficiency and homozygous
lethality demonstrate its importance for survival (6). hnRNPK’s association with poly-cytosine DNA (7) can additionally affect gene expression through promoter recognition (8). Resulting from its ability to impact many aspects of
gene expression, hnRNPK overexpression is linked to cancer progression and poor prognosis (9).
hnRNPK is a complex multi-domain protein with four
putative RNA binding domains: three KH domains and
an arginine glycine (RG/RGG) rich linker domain (Figure 1). As a multidomain protein with nucleic acid-binding
activity paramount to its function, there has been interest in both defining which of hnRNPK’s four protein domains contribute to nucleic acid interactions as well as refining what nucleic acid features lead to a productive interaction. Protein truncation studies followed by various in vitro
analyses with cytosine-rich RNA and DNA ligands have
been reported in an effort to define the minimal nucleic acid
binding motif of the protein (10–15). While available biochemical and structural data emphasize hnRNPK’s utilization of its KH3 domain to achieve cytosine specific recognition of both DNA and RNA (16,17), contributions to nucleic acid interaction from the rest of the protein, previously
evaluated through qualitative pull-down or gel shift experiments with various protein constructs and cytosine-rich
oligonucleotides, remain unresolved (10,13,15,18). Similarly, studies attempting to define the breadth of nucleic
acids sequences recognized by hnRNPK in an unbiased
manner through SELEX, yeast three-hybrid, and genomewide pull-down techniques (18–23) commonly find enrichment of at least one simple core sequence of 4–6 cytosines
in a row bound to hnRNPK (19,21,22). However, a quantitative understanding of longer RNA sequence preferences of full-length hnRNPK, particularly in the context
of RNA structure, which is prevalent in cells (24), is not
available.
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Figure 1. Domain map of full-length hnRNPK with various domain deletion mutants diagramed below. R to S mutations are specifically noted
within the sequence of the RG/RGG domain.

Recent studies have revealed that hnRNPK also interacts with a number of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs). Some of these hnRNPK-lncRNA interactions have
been shown to play roles in neural cell differentiation (25)
and mediation of transcription factor response pathways
(26), while others have been found to promote oncogenesis (10,27–29). hnRNPK’s interaction with Xist lncRNA is
one of the most well-defined in this lncRNA class, where
hnRNPK-Xist binding has been shown to be essential for
X-chromosome dosage compensation in Eutherian mammals (30,31). Xist RNA is one of the first lncRNAs discovered (32), and, in normal development, its expression
marks the onset of X chromosome inactivation (XCI). During early stages of female embryonic development, expression of Xist is randomly initiated from one of the two X
chromosomes (33). Xist RNA subsequently coats its parent
chromosome in cis (34) and results in chromosomal compaction, transcriptional silencing (33), and the deposition
of heterochromatic epigenetic marks (35) to maintain the
silenced state of the same chromosome across further cell
divisions. Xist is a large RNA, 17.9 kb in the mouse and
19.3 kb in humans, and is both spliced and poly-adenylated
(36). Xist displays an overall low sequence conservation
across species with the exception of conserved repeat domains A-F (32,36). Mechanistically, Xist exerts its activity
through many direct protein partners, one of which is hnRNPK (30,37). hnRNPK links the activity of polycomb
complexes 1 and 2 (PRC1 and PRC2) to XCI and is essential for the deposition of inactive X-associated H2AK119ub
and H3K27me3 marks, allowing for inherited epigenetic
silencing across cell generations (31). Furthermore, deletion analysis in murine Xist reveal that within the tens
of kilobases that make up the transcript, hnRNPK interacts predominantly with the cytosine-rich B repeat region
(31,38).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cloning, expression, and purification of wild type and mutant
hnRNPK proteins
Mouse and human hnRNPK are 100% identical.
Human/mouse hnRNPK cDNA was obtained from
Addgene in a pcDNA3.1 vector. R9 to S9 mutant cDNA
(R247S, R256S, R258S, R268S, R287S, R296S, R299S,
R316S, R326S) was ordered as a gBlock from Integrated
DNA Technologies (IDT). Primers containing SalI and
XhoI restriction enzyme cut sites on the 5 -end and 3 -end
respectively of the cDNA corresponding to the protein
construct of interest (full-length, R9 to S9 , KH1, KH2,
KH3, KH1KH2 or KH3) were used to PCR amplify
cDNA inserts for ligation into a pET28b vector containing
an N-terminal 10xHis-SUMO tag (39) using the Quick
Ligation kit (NEB). All plasmids were verified by Sanger
sequencing (Quintara Biosciences).
Recombinant proteins were expressed in Escherichia coli
and purified for use in RNA binding assays. BL21(DE3)
or Rosetta (DE3) expression cells (Novagen) were transformed with plasmids described above (NEB protocol).
Briefly, frozen competent cells were thawed and added to 1
l of plasmid. Cells are left on ice for 20 min, heat shocked
at 37◦ C for 90 s, then placed back on ice for 5 min. 500–600
l of LB media is added to the cells and they are left to recover at 37◦ C for at least 1 hour. Then cells are plated on
LB plates with antibiotic. One liter cultures of 2xYT media
were grown at 37◦ C for 3 h to an OD600 of 1.0. Cells were
flash-cooled on ice for 10 min, then 1 mM isopropyl ␤-Dthiogalactopyranoside was added to induce protein expression overnight at 20◦ C. Cells were harvested by centrifugation (5000 RCF) and pellets were stored at −20◦ C until purification.
All proteins were subjected to a 3-column purification
protocol. Cells pellets were thawed and resuspended in 100
ml lysis buffer (750 mM KCl, 750 mM NaCl, 1 M urea, 50
mM Tris (pH 8.3 at 25◦ C), 10% glycerol, 10 mM imidazole,
1% Triton X-100) with one cOmplete EDTA-free EASYpack protease inhibitor tablet (Roche). Cells were lysed via
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Here, we sought to quantitatively define the protein and
RNA features that drive hnRNPK-RNA recognition to
biologically relevant targets. A suite of biologically relevant RNAs were studied, and hnRNPK sequence preferences refined through analysis of publicly available cellular hnRNPK–RNA interactions obtained from the ENCODE project. We find that hnRNPK’s RG/RGG domain
is responsible for much of the protein’s affinity for RNA,
while the C-terminal KH3 domain, which had previously
been ascribed specificity for C-patches, is largely dispensable. The impact of presenting C-patches at specific locations within a structured RNA was investigated using Xistderived RNAs as a platform, and these experiments define
the RNA features that allow hnRNPK to bind to structured RNAs. We found that hnRNPK retains its preference
for multi cytosine-patch-containing RNA in the context of
structured RNA, with a more precise preference for the disposition and orientation of these patches within a structural
context that is relieved upon loss of that secondary structure.
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Oligonucleotide preparation
All oligonucleotide sequences used in binding assays are
listed in Supplemental Table S1. RNAs were prepared by
run-off in vitro transcription using T7 RNA polymerase and
dsDNA templates according to published protocols (41).
dsDNA templates were generated as follows. For transcripts
larger than 43 nts, cDNAs of RNAs of interest with a 5
T7 promoter flanked by EcoRI and BamHI restriction sites
on the 5 - and 3 -ends, respectively, were ordered as gBlocks
and cloned into pUC19. Plasmids were verified by Sanger
sequencing (Quintara Biosciences) and standard PCR was
performed to generate dsDNA template for run-off transcription. For transcripts less than or equal to 43 nts, sense
and antisense DNA oligonucleotides corresponding to the
cDNA of the RNA construct preceded by the T7 promoter
were ordered (IDT) and annealed (2 M, 5 min 95◦ C, slow
cool to 25◦ C in 10 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM
NaCl) to create dsDNA template for run-off transcription.
RNAs generated by run-off transcription were purified by
denaturing PAGE (1× TBE/8 M urea) (42). Purified RNA
concentrations and quality were assessed by the A260 and
the A260 /A280 ratio. Concentrations were calculated using
the extinction coefficient provided for each RNA sequence
by the Scripps extinction coefficient calculator (adapted and
utilized in: http://www.fechem.uzh.ch/MT/links/ext.html).
Typically, a 200 l transcription reaction yielded 2.5 nmol
of RNA and had a A260 /A280 ratio of 2.0.

Purified RNA was 3 -end-labeled with fluorescein5-thiosemicarbazide (FTSC) to perform fluorescence
anisotropy binding assays using a previously published
protocol (43). At typical labeling efficiencies we obtain
good signal to noise for the use of RNA in binding assays at
concentrations between 1 and 3 nM. FTSC-labeled RNA
was stored in dark amber tubes at −20◦ C. M5 ssDNA was
ordered synthesized with a conjugated fluorescein at the
5 -end for use in fluorescence anisotropy binding assays
(IDT).
Purified RNA was 5 -end-labeled with 32 P for use in protein activity assays and RNase structure probing assays. 50
pmol of RNA was dephosphorylated with calf intestinal
phosphatase (NEB) for 1 h at 37◦ C. Phenol–chloroform extraction followed by ethanol precipitation was performed to
purify the RNA. 5 -End-labeling with [␥ -32 P]ATP was carried out as described previously (44). RNA used in structure
probing was subject to further denaturing PAGE purification (42). 32 P-labeled RNA was stored at −20◦ C and used
within 2 weeks.
Fluorescence anisotropy (FA) binding assays
To perform binding studies, RNA ligand concentrations
were held constant and as low as possible while still maintaining good signal/noise (1–3 nM). Purified labeled RNA
was snap cooled in 1× binding buffer (135 mM KCl, 15 mM
NaCl, 50 mM Tris (pH 8.3 at 25◦ C), 10% glycerol) at 2× final concentration and the carrier molecule, tRNALeu , was
added at 2× final concentration (3.6 M). Protein dilutions
were performed separately in 1× binding buffer at 2× final concentration. Protein and RNA were then mixed in a
1:1 volume ratio in a 20 l reaction and allowed to come
to equilibrium at room temperature in the dark for 40–
60 min. Flat-bottom low-flange 384-well black polystyrene
plates (Corning) were used. Perpendicular and parallel fluorescence intensities were measured using a ClarioStar Plus
FP plate reader (BMG Labtech) and anisotropy values were
calculated for each protein titration point where anisotropy
= (I – I⊥ )/(I + 2*I⊥ ) and correlates directly with fraction
bound. Associated anisotropy was plotted as a function of
the log of activity corrected protein concentration. To determine the KD the data were fit to the simplified binding
isotherm, anisotropy = O + (S*P)/(KD + P) with KaleidaGraph where S and O are saturation and offset respectively,
and P is the protein concentration. All binding reactions
were performed in triplicate or more using different protein dilutions on separate days. Standard errors of the mean
were calculated and reported. G is calculated from the fitted KD , G = RT*ln(KD ). Statistical significance is determined for differences between averages of apparent dissociation constants using the two-tailed paired t-test. KD determination for the interaction of full-length hnRNPK to the
B motif RNA by FA was verified by EMSA (Supplemental
Figure S1).
Activity binding assays by EMSA
Activity binding assays were performed to ensure accurate
comparison of binding constants between various protein
preparations and protein mutants. Full-length hnRNPK
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sonication on ice with a Misonix Sonicator 3000 for 4–6
min in pulses of 15 s followed by 35 s of rest. Lysate was
cleared by centrifugation (15 000 RCF, 30 min, 4◦ C) and
incubated with 10 ml of precleared Ni-NTA beads for 10
min at 4◦ C after which unbound proteins were cleared by
gravity flow. Beads were washed twice; once with 100 ml of
lysis buffer, and once with 100 ml of modified lysis buffer
containing 20–30 mM imidazole. Protein was eluted with
50–100 ml of lysis buffer containing 300–350 mM imidazole. The elution was transferred to 6–8K MWCO dialysis
tubing (Spectra/Por – Spectrum Labs) and dialyzed in 4 l of
size exclusion column buffer (500 mM urea, 270 mM KCl,
30 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris (pH 8.3 at 25◦ C), 5% glycerol, 1
mM DTT) for 2 h at 4◦ C. One mg of in-house His-tagged
ULP1 SUMO-protease (39) was added to the partially dialyzed eluate, and His-SUMO tag cleavage and further dialysis was allowed to proceed overnight at 4◦ C. Dialyzed eluate was cleared of protein precipitate, when present, by centrifugation or filtration prior to flowing over the second NiNTA column (11 ml Ni-NTA beads precleared in size column buffer). Flow through containing cleaved hnRNPK
was concentrated to 1–2 ml for injection onto either the
HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 200 (constructs ≥35 kDa) or the
HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 75 size exclusion columns (constructs <35 kDa) (GE Healthcare) using spin concentrators
(Vivaspin Turbo). Size exclusion fractions containing purified protein were combined, concentrated to between 90–
500 M, aliquoted, flash frozen, and stored at −70◦ C. One
liter of growth typically yielded 2 mg of purified protein. (ε
in M−1 cm−1 for protein constructs: Full-length = 41,830;
R9 to S9 mutant = 41,830; KH1 = 1490; KH2 = 2980; KH3
= 4,470; KH1KH2 = 4470; KH3 = 14 900) (40).
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RNA structure probing assays
RNase structure probing assays were performed in 10 l reactions; RNase I cleaves non-specifically at single-stranded
regions of RNA and was used at 0.0083 U/l (ThermoScientific), and RNase T1 cleaves at single-stranded guanines and was used at 1 U/l (ThermoScientific). Gel purified 32 P-labeled RNA was supplemented with unlabeled
RNA to a final concentration of 1 M. RNA was snap
cooled in 9 l of 50 mM Tris (pH 8.3 at 25◦ C), 135 mM
KCl, 15 mM NaCl. 1 l of 10× RNase I or RNase T1 was
added and allowed to react with folded RNA at room temperature for 20 s and 5 min, respectively. The reaction was
stopped and quenched with 40 l of 8 M urea. Alkaline hydrolysis reactions for each RNA were performed simultaneously to create a nucleotide-resolution ladder (46). Depending on the size of the RNA, 6% or 8% sequencing gels were
pre-electrophoresed at 55 W for 1–4 h, sample was loaded
while running at 10 W, and loaded gels were allowed to electrophorese at 55 W for 45–55 min. Gels were dried and exposed to a phosphor screen overnight. Screens were imaged
on a Typhoon imager (GE Healthcare) at non-saturating
intensity at 100 m resolution.
Fluorescence-based melting assays were performed in
25 l reactions to probe for the presence of RNA secondary structure in a high throughput manner. 2–3 M
RNA was snap cooled in 24 l 1× melting buffer (100
mM NaCl, 10 mM PIPES pH 7.0 at 25◦ C). SYBR Green
I dye (Sigma Aldrich) was added to a final concentration of
2× the manufacturer’s specifications. Samples were transferred to Ultra-Fast PCR/R1 plates (Life Science Products)
and fluorescence was monitored while samples were slowly
heated from 25◦ C to 95◦ C at a rate of 1.2◦ C/min (Applied
Biosystems StepOnePlus). Melting temperatures were determined by first derivative analysis of fluorescence; a single peak and the x-axis value at its maximum correspond
to a homogenously folded RNA and its apparent melting
temperature.

Determination of RNA motifs bound by hnRNPK in K562
and HepG2 cells
Human hnRNPK eCLIP data were acquired from the
Yeo lab through the ENCODE Consortium (47,48) for
K562 and HepG2 cell types (experiment ENCSR268ETU,
file ENCFF918XJQ and experiment ENCSR828ZID, file
ENCFF855CPQ, respectively). Downloaded data was
compared to human genome assembly GRCh38 (hg38)
using the bedtools getfasta function to obtain RNA sequences for motif analysis (49), and sequences shorter than
20 nucleotides were filtered out. Background Markov models (first order) were generated from input reads for each
cell type (experiment ENCSR669DKA for K562 and experiment ENCSR354KAS for HepG2) using the fasta-getmarkov tool in the MEME suite. K562 or HepG2 hnRNPK
eCLIP peak-derived sequences and corresponding background models were used as input for MEME (multiple
EM for motif elicitation) (50), and the motif length was
specified to be between 15 and 35 nucleotides long. We ran
MEME on the two sequence datasets from the different
cell types separately and found the top 5 motifs enriched
in each cell type. HOMER was also used to generate motifs for comparison to MEME (51). Specifically, we used
HOMER’s findMotifsGenome.pl function with the K562
peak file (ENCFF918XJQ) and the hg38 genome assembly
to build motifs 21 nucleotides in length (Supplemental Figure S3).
C-richness, C patch abundance and hnRNPK eCLIP signature sliding window analysis
A cytosine patch (C-patch) is defined as three cytosines or
more in a row, and cytosine content or C-richness is defined as the percent representation of cytosines within a
given window of sequence. For 26 transcripts, sliding window analysis was performed to calculate how C-patch abundance and C-richness varied across the entire length of
the transcript. Specifically, windows of a defined nucleotide
length shift over one nucleotide at a time from the 5 -end to
the 3 -end until the end of the transcript is reached. Each
window was associated with the position of its first nucleotide within the transcript. For each window, the number
of C-patches and C-richness was determined, and both metrics were plotted relative to window position across transcript length. These metrics were then compared to the transcript’s hnRNPK eCLIP reads signature from replicate 1 of
the K562 sample. To overlay either C-richness or C-patch
abundance with eCLIP signature to make patterns more
easily comparable, z-scores for the eCLIP reads and the
C-richness or C-patch abundance were calculated with the
built-in z-score python script from SciPy and plotted together (52). eCLIP reads were converted to reads per window before calculating z-scores to match the other analyses.
Alignment of Xist from various mammals
Alignments were generated using Clustal Omega multiple sequence alignment (53). All options used were default. Accession numbers for the sequences aligned are as
follows: vole (M. transcaspicus), AJ310127.1; mouse (M.
musculus), NR 001463.3; mole (S. orarius), DQ845733.1;
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and KH3 were assayed for activity by performing EMSA
binding assays with the B motif RNA (45). Binding was performed as described above except B motif RNA was held
constant at a final concentration of 1–2 M (1 nM of radiolabeled RNA was supplemented with unlabeled RNA).
Samples were loaded onto a pre-electrophoresed 5% acrylamide 0.25× TBE native gel and were electrophoresed for
15 min at 200 V. Gels were dried on Whatman paper using a BioRad Model 583 Gel Dryer, and dried gels were
exposed to a phosphor screen overnight (GE Healthcare).
Screens were imaged on a Typhoon imager (GE Healthcare)
and quantified with ImageQuant software (GE Healthcare). Molar ratio of protein to RNA was plotted against
fraction bound and activity was calculated by multiplying
the slope of the best-fit line in the linear range by the stoichiometry of binding observed in the gel (2:1 for full-length;
3:1 for KH3). Corrections between 0.75 and 1.2 were
used (Supplemental Figure S2). Other protein constructs
exhibited KD s too weak to assess for activity; 100% activity coefficients were assumed and the lower-limit KD was
reported.
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human (H. sapiens), NR 001564.2; cow (B. taurus),
NC 037357.1:77161577–77198299.
RESULTS
hnRNPK interacts productively and differentially with a set
of diverse biologically relevant ligands in vitro

hnRNPK’s KH3 domain is neither necessary nor sufficient for
interaction with RNAs
To investigate the reason for the variability in RNA-binding
activity exhibited by hnRNPK, we first looked to the KH3
domain of hnRNPK. The KH3 domain of hnRNPK is
the most well studied and has been implicated as largely
responsible for the nucleic acid binding activity observed
by the full-length protein (11,13,15). Furthermore, structural characterization of this domain in complex with short
cytosine-rich DNA illustrates how cytosines are accommodated base-specifically (16,17), providing experimental context that could explain the strong cytosine preferences displayed by the full-length protein.
First we asked if the KH3 domain alone is sufficient for
nucleic acid binding, as KH3 binds short DNA and RNA

hnRNPK binds to RNAs at regions containing multiple cytosine patches in vivo
Given the lack of an obvious sequence motif within the curated set of biologically relevant hnRNPK binding RNAs,
we next sought to determine which specific features in an
RNA allow for tight association with hnRNPK. A short
simple (A)GCCC(A) recognition motif has been identified
for hnRNPK through recent CLIP and RNA Bind-n-Seq
studies (22,38), consistent with earlier yeast three-hybrid
screen studies that support recognition of C-rich consensus sequences (19). Furthermore, previous structural studies inform how a short C-rich sequence can interact with
the KH3 domain alone (16,17). This interaction is, however,
much weaker than what we observed with longer RNAs
and the full-length protein. Moreover, even though the curated set of biologically relevant ligands all contained a tricytosine patch of ‘CCC’, the wide range of binding affinities
achieved with the full-length protein suggests that there is
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hnRNPK participates in a broad range of biological processes, and this wide-spread participation is believed to be
achieved through its direct interaction with a range of cellular RNAs that share the common characteristic of being cytosine rich (20,29,54). To determine if these interactions are
indeed direct, as well as to characterize the range of affinities
that define these interactions, we curated and created a set
of hnRNPK-relevant RNAs as well as two unrelated control RNAs to test in vitro (43,55). These hnRNPK-relevant
RNAs include elements from mouse Xist and other lncRNAs, several mRNAs (19,29,31), a nuclear enriched RNA
motif (54), and two variations of a consensus motif generated in a yeast three-hybrid study that contain differential
cytosine content (19) (Table 1). The RNAs are between 25
and 43 nucleotides in length and all contain varying representation of cytosines.
To understand how the intrinsic affinity of hnRNPK
varies for its known targets, we expressed and purified hnRNPK to high homogeneity (Supplemental Figure S4) and
used an equilibrium fluorescence anisotropy (FA) binding
assay to measure binding affinities between recombinant
full-length hnRNPK and in vitro transcribed RNAs from
our curated set (Supplemental Figure S5). We find that the
eight biologically relevant RNAs bind to hnRNPK with
submicromolar affinities while the two unrelated RNAs fail
to bind productively (Table 1). Within the eight biologically
relevant RNAs, six are able to bind full-length hnRNPK
tightly (KD s between 44 ± 3 nM and 120 ± 10 nM) while
the RNA derived from the 3 UTR of Cdk6 and the nuclear enriched Sirloin motif bound more weakly at 450 ±
60 nM and 690 ± 20 nM, respectively (Table 1). All of these
RNAs are cytosine-rich and contain at least one tri-cytosine
patch (‘CCC’), so we expected they would bind equivalently.
The observed 15-fold range of affinities to biologically validated RNAs was unexpected, suggesting that there could be
a more complex motif that supports high affinity hnRNPK
binding.

oligonucleotides in the low micromolar range and is proposed to be specific for cytosine (17). We expressed and purified the KH3 domain alone and assessed how well it could
bind to DNA and RNA ligands. Consistent with prior reports, we find that KH3 alone interacts with a short ssDNA
(a 10mer, ATATTCCCTC, M5 ) as expected (observed KD
= 8.7 ± 1.3 M, reported as 3.0 ± 1.5 M (16), Supplemental Figure S6). To assess whether KH3 alone is sufficient for
the interaction, we compared this to how tightly full-length
hnRNPK interacts with M5 ssDNA. Full-length hnRNPK
recognizes M5 ssDNA with low micromolar affinity (KD
= 1.4 ± 0.2 M, Supplemental Figure S6), indicating that
KH3, while it binds weaker than full-length, is sufficient
to interact with M5 ssDNA in the same low micromolar
affinity regime as the full-length protein. Likewise, we find
that the KH3 domain alone binds several of the biologically
derived RNA ligands quite weakly (Table 2, Supplemental
Figure S7), with a conservative lower-limit estimate of the
KD >10 M. Thus, while the KH3 domain alone is sufficient for full-length hnRNPK’s interaction with a 10mer ssDNA, it is not sufficient for the full-length protein’s interaction with the longer biologically derived RNAs.
Next, to determine the necessity of the KH3 domain
in RNA binding, we performed FA binding assays with a
truncated version of hnRNPK that lacks the KH3 domain
(KH3). The impact of the loss of this domain on RNA
binding was modest. Of the seven RNAs tested, four show a
statistically significant 2- to 3-fold loss in affinity relative to
full-length hnRNPK (Table 2, Supplemental Figures S8 and
S9). The weaker binding RNAs, such as the CDK6 3 UTR
and Sirloin motif, were insensitive to the loss of the KH3
domain, showing modest (<2-fold) changes in affinity for
KH3 relative to full-length hnRNPK binding. Thus, while
the KH3 domain may play a part in cytosine recognition, as
supported by structural characterization (16,17), this domain is not necessary for interaction with biologically derived cytosine-rich RNAs and contributes only marginally
to affinity. The fact that KH3 is neither necessary nor sufficient for interaction with RNA indicates that domains outside of KH3 may play larger roles in hnRNPK-RNA recognition than previously appreciated.
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Table 1. hnRNPK binds biologically relevant RNA in vitro across a range of affinities. Cytosines predicted to be single-stranded within RNA sequences
used for in vitro binding assays are highlighted in red. Average apparent binding constants and associated standard errors to full-length hnRNPK are
reported; experiments are performed in triplicate or more. (*) indicate in vitro tested RNA that do not associate with hnRNPK in vivo. Representative
binding curves can be found in Supplemental Figure S5.

Length, nt

KDApp, nM

Xist derived; binds hnRNPK and is required for
chromatin modification (31)

41

61 ± 6

Sirloin
motif

GCGCCUCCCGGGUUCAAGCGAUUCU
CCUGCCUCAGCCUCCCGA

Motif predicted to retain RNAs in the nucleus
through hnRNPK association (54)

43

690 ± 20

Ucp2

GCCAACCUCUUCCCAUUUCCCACAC
UCCAACUCCCU

Mitochondrial uncoupling protein 2; transcript
binds hnRNPK (19)

36

44 ± 3

Rab7

GUCAUUUUCUCCCUUUCUGUUUUUC
UUC

Rab7 member of the RAS oncogene family;
transcript binds hnRNPK (19)

28

110 ± 20

Cdk6
3′UTR

GGUCCCCCGCCUCAUUCGCCCCUCU
GCUCCC

Dysregulated by hnRNPK in colon cancer cells
(29)

31

450 ± 60

Y3H 1
patch

GCCAUCUUACCCUAAAUUUUUCACC

Consensus motif built from SAGE and yeast 3
hybrid data (19)

25

120 ± 10

Y3H 3
patches

GCCAUCCCACCCUACCCUUUUCACC

Consensus motif built from SAGE and yeast 3
hybrid data (19)

25

48 ± 2

MYU
lncRNA

GGCUCCCCCGACCUCUGUGCUCCCC
UCCCCCGACCUCUGUGC

Expressed in colon cancer, associates with
hnRNPK to promote growth (29)

42

70 ± 7

*Gas5 hp

GGAGCCUCCCAGUGGUCUUUGUAGA
CUGCCUGAUGGAGUCUCC

Growth arrest lncRNA, not identified to bind
hnRNPK (43)

43

>10,000

*Env8

AUACAACAUACAACAUACAACAUAC
AACAUACAAC

Riboswitch derived RNA, not identified to bind
hnRNPK (55)

35

1000 ± 200

Table 2. KH3 generally contributes marginally to hnRNPK binding affinity. Table depicts average dissociation constants with standard errors for
full-length hnRNPK and the KH3 and KH3 constructs to several biologically derived RNAs. Fold changes are only listed between KH3 and
full-length hnRNPK. The P values from two-tailed t-tests determine binding constant averages that differ from each other as indicated with statistical significance (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01). Representative binding curves
can be found in Supplemental Figures S5, S7A and S9.

RNA

Full-length
hnRNPK
KD App (nM)

B motif RNA
Sirloin motif
Ucp2
Rab7
CDK6 3 UTR
MYU lncRNA
Env8

61
690
44
110
450
70
1000

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

6
20
3
20
60
7
200

KH3
KD App
(nM)
140
760
87
360
710
120
2300

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

30
40
9
80
50
10
400

Fold
change
(KH3 to
fulllength)

KH3
KD App
(nM)

**2.3
1.1
*2.0
**3.2
*1.6
*1.7
**2.3

>15000
>15000
11100 ± 600
>15000
12900 ± 700
>15000
>15000

more to hnRNPK–RNA recognition outside of this simple
RNA sequence motif contacting the KH3 domain.
To better understand the RNA sequence features that
allow for tight binding by the full-length protein in cells,
we first analyzed available deep sequencing data of RNA
bound by full-length hnRNPK to specifically define a
longer (>6 nt) RNA motif. Publicly available enhanced
crosslinking immunoprecipitation (eCLIP) data for hnRNPK in two different cell lines, HepG2 and K562, was analyzed using the MEME tool (50) to identify enriched motifs between 15 and 35 nucleotides in length. Since eCLIP
data commonly have low signal to noise (56), we conserva-

tively filtered the raw available data to only analyze eCLIP
peak-derived RNA sequences strictly reproduced in two
replicates for each cell type. Specifically, 2970 and 5661
unique RNA sequences for K562 and HepG2 cells, respectively, were reproduced in two replicates and thus were utilized in our motif analysis. MEME was used to generate
five enriched motifs for each cell type. We found the motifs from both cell types contained multiple cytosine patches
(as defined by three or more cytosines in a row) interspersed
with one or two other nucleotides (Figure 2A, Supplemental
Figures S10 and S11). Notably, these motifs are also substantially deficient in purines (Supplemental Figures S10
and S11). These findings are consistent with a recent report which found a very similar motif in a different cell line,
MCF10A (57). That motif is 20 nucleotides in length, composed of mainly three-cytosine patches, and is also purinedepleted. Thus, longer motif analysis of deep-sequenced immunoprecipitated RNA performed by us and others reproducibly indicate that hnRNPK binds to RNA containing
tandem cytosine patches in multiple cell types in vivo.
We then used the FIMO (Find Individual Motif Occurrences) tool (58) to ask how closely each of the biologically relevant RNA sequences we performed binding with
matched the top motif found for the K562 cell line. We find
that almost all of the biologically relevant RNAs match this
motif well (P < 0.01) (Supplemental Table S2) while the
unrelated control RNAs, as well as one of the two yeast
three-hybrid RNAs, do not statistically significantly match
the motif (P > 0.01). Notably, both the 3 UTR of the
Cdk6 element and the Sirloin motif element matched the
eCLIP-derived motif with statistical significance, but bound
weakly, while the yeast three-hybrid 1 patch motif did not
match the motif but bound tightly, suggesting that similar-
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Biological function (Reference)

B motif
RNA

Sequence
GCAGCCCCAGCCCCAGCCCCUACCC
CUGCCCCUGCCCCUGC
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Figure 2. hnRNPK binds transcripts at locations with patches of cytosines in cells. (A) The top RNA motif generated from RNA sequences bound to
hnRNPK in HepG2 cells (above) and K562 cells (below). (B) eCLIP read coverage and cytosine patch sliding window analysis of human XIST from K562
cells; windows are 75 nt in length; eCLIP reads are from ENCODE experiment ENCFF894NKS; eCLIP read coverage and the number of cytosine patches
found are plotted separately (top and middle); z-scores are calculated for each and overlaid on the same graph for easy visualization (bottom).
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ity to eCLIP-derived motifs is largely, but not completely,
predictive of high affinity hnRNPK-RNA interactions.

A
A F

E

1 kb

100,000
50,000
0

B

Figure 3. hnRNPK’s binding specificity for Xist’s B repeat region in vivo
is recapitulated in vitro. (A) Domain map of murine Xist (NR 001463)
showing repeat regions A–F (above); heatmap of eCLIP reads (GEO code:
GSM2325771) with locations of associated RNA sequences tested in vitro
depicted by colored dots (below). (B) Representative normalized FA binding curves for RNA sequences from Xist to full-length hnRNPK.

hnRNPK using the B motif RNA derived from mouse Xist.
We chose this motif because, unlike many of the other biological motifs, it has a stable secondary structure while having single-stranded regions comprised primarily of six cytosine patches.
The B repeat region of Xist is represented by a model 41 nt
RNA
Xist RNA contains several conserved repeat regions, designated A–F, and murine eCLIP data reveals that hnRNPK
strongly and preferentially associates with the B-repeat region of Xist in vivo (38) (Figure 3A). This association is necessary for function, as deletion of either hnRNPK or the
B repeat region results in a failure of Xist to elicit polycomb mark deposition across its parent chromosome leading to a subsequent defect in gene silencing (31). The B
repeat region in mouse Xist spans nucleotides 2839–3024
(∼200 nucleotides long) and contains over 30 repeats of
the cytosine-rich sequence of (A/G)CCCC. Alignment of
murine Xist with other mammalian Xist sequences highlights the widespread conservation of these cytosine-rich repeats, with some variability in the number of these repeats
in other species (Supplemental Figure S15).
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Given the discovery of robust binding motifs for hnRNPK
in in-cell associated RNAs, we next asked whether the number of cytosine patches, and more broadly, if general cytosine percentage was predictive of the location where hnRNPK interaction occurs within a transcript. To investigate this, we analyzed 26 unique RNA transcripts chosen
from the list of eCLIP-derived sequences used in our motif
analysis (Supplemental Table S3). We performed a sliding
window analysis down the entire length of each transcript
measuring C-richness, C-patch abundance, and hnRNPK
eCLIP read coverage. Visual comparison of these positional
cytosine enrichment and eCLIP read coverage analyses for
the 26 transcripts finds that wherever we see a strong hnRNPK eCLIP signal, there exists a high percentage of cytosines, and in particular, cytosine patches (Supplemental
Figures S12 and S13). Notably, in some cases, like for human XIST, the eCLIP signal tracks exceptionally well with
C-patch abundance, and patch abundance is strikingly predictive (Figure 2B). There are cytosine patch-containing regions of other transcripts, however, where an eCLIP signal
is not found, which could be due to the limited accessibility
of those regions upon folding or occlusion by the binding
other proteins. Thus, while the presence of multiple cytosine patches appears to be necessary for interaction with
hnRNPK in vivo, it is not always sufficient and does not
guarantee an interaction with hnRNPK.
The combination of in vitro tested biologically relevant
RNAs and findings from the eCLIP analysis support a consistent recognition motif comprised of multiple cytosine
patches. However, hnRNPK appears to discriminate between elements containing this simple motif, as evidenced
by the differential affinities observed in vitro, where biologically validated RNAs bind in a range over an order of magnitude (44–690 nM). Moreover, the simple presence of the
consensus motif in an RNA in vivo is not strictly predictive
nor is it exclusively descriptive of all ligands that interact
tightly with hnRNPK. The observations that hnRNPK is
able to tightly associate with ligands that fall outside of this
description and that regions of RNAs that contain the motif do not always show an association in vivo suggest that
hnRNPK recognition depends on more than primary sequence alone.
Recent advances in in vivo RNA secondary structure
probing indicate that many RNAs are structured in cells
(24), leading us to evaluate the structural context of the
C-patches in the RNAs studied. The RNAs tested exhibit
diverse predicted secondary structures (Supplemental Figure S14), suggesting that the presentation of their cytosine patches in the context of these diverse structures might
explain the differences in affinities observed. To test the
structural context of the C-patches explicitly, we developed
an RNA platform that would allow us to systematically
probe structure-dependent RNA sequence preferences of

D

Reads

Cytosine patch abundance and percentage of cytosines correlate with but do not guarantee interaction with hnRNPK in
cells

B C
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Full-length hnRNPK binds preferentially to the B motif RNA
in vitro
To determine if the specific in vivo interaction between hnRNPK and the B repeat is replicated in vitro, we used FA
binding assays to measure binding affinities between fulllength hnRNPK and in vitro transcribed RNAs derived
from various regions of Xist. hnRNPK binds tightly to the
B motif RNA with a KD App of 61 ± 6 nM, binds weakly
to an 85 nucleotide A repeat region motif RNA from Xist
at 620 ± 90 nM, and exhibits no detectable binding to a 77
nucleotide conserved hairpin (62) from Xist’s exon 4 (Figure 3A, B). All three RNA elements are predicted to form
secondary structure by mFold (Supplemental Figures S14
and S16), however, neither the A repeat nor exon 4 are predicted to present a significant accessible patch of cytosines.
Thus, full-length hnRNPK displays the same preference for
the B repeat region of Xist in vitro as suggested by murine
eCLIP data in vivo.
hnRNPK’s RG/RGG domain is necessary to achieve the high
affinity interaction with the B motif RNA
Using the hnRNPK-B motif RNA interaction as a model
for how hnRNPK binds structured RNAs, we continued
experiments to narrow down a necessary and sufficient domain of hnRNPK for RNA binding. hnRNPK contains

Table 3. hnRNPK protein domain analysis with the B motif RNA. Average apparent binding constants and associated standard errors observed
for the full-length protein and protein mutants with the B motif RNA are
listed; n = number of replicates done for each experiment; relative KD s
are to that of full-length hnRNPK. Representative binding curves can be
found in Supplemental Figures S7B and S20.
Protein
Full-length
KH1
KH2
KH3
KH1KH2
KH3
R9 to S9 mutant

KD App , nM

n

Krel

61 ± 6
DNB
>10 000
>10 000
>10,000
140 ± 30
430 ± 40

40
3
3
6
5
17
6

1.0
>160
>160
>160
>160
2.3
7.0

four putative RNA binding domains; two predicted KH
domains reside on the N terminal half of the protein and
an RG/RGG rich region precedes a structurally characterized third KH domain to make up the C terminal half
(Figure 1). Since KH3 is neither sufficient nor necessary
for binding RNA, we questioned if either of the less wellcharacterized KH1 or KH2 domains were solely responsible for hnRNPK’s interaction with its biological ligand. To
test this, we expressed and purified KH1 and KH2 domains
alone (Supplemental Figure S19) and performed FA binding assays with the B motif RNA. Similar to KH3, we find
that neither KH1 nor KH2 alone are sufficient for interacting with the B motif (Table 3). Furthermore, while KH2
alone shows some evidence of binding at mid-micromolar
protein concentrations similar to KH3, KH1 alone shows
no detectable binding at all up to 50 M protein (Supplemental Figure S7).
While KH1 and KH2 as individual domains could not
productively interact with the B motif RNA, they are very
close together in sequence spanned by a negligible linker
(Figure 1). Since these two domains are the only predicted
folded domains of the KH3 mutant, which accommodates
the B motif reasonably tightly, we posited they might form
an extended binding module such that both domains together are required for RNA interaction. To test this, we
created a subsequent truncation mutant from KH3, mutant KH1KH2, that represents the N-terminal half of the
protein (Figure 1). Strikingly, binding data for KH1KH2
resembled the binding data for KH2 and KH3; KH1KH2
was unable to bind the B motif RNA tightly and exhibits
partial binding at mid-micromolar protein concentrations
(Supplemental Figure S7). As a result, we could only provide a conservative estimated KD >10 M (Table 3). This
result, in combination with the tight binding achieved by the
KH3 variant, highlights the importance of the RG/RGG
rich linker between KH2 and KH3 in hnRNPK’s ability to
achieve a high affinity interaction with the B motif RNA.
To collectively assess the importance of the positively charged arginines within these small, unstructured
RG/RGG motifs in the hnRNPK-B motif RNA interaction, we made an R9 to S9 protein mutant of full-length hnRNPK where nine arginines in an RG or RGG motif within
amino acids 236–336 were simultaneously changed to serines (Figure 1). Rather than deleting all nine RG or RGG
motifs, this R9 to S9 strategy preserves the total length of
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Consistent with the propensity for many longer RNAs to
display conformational heterogeneity in vivo (59,60), computational structure prediction of this B repeat region using
mFold (61) yields multiple RNA conformations with similar energies (Supplemental Figure S16). These predicted
structures, however, all contain similar features. Specifically, short double-stranded hairpin regions interspersed
with regularly spaced internal loops composed mainly of
cytosines are predicted widely throughout the B repeat region (Supplemental Figure S16). Moreover, similar predictions of the B repeat regions from cow, mole, and vole Xist
also show hairpins with single-stranded cytosines (Supplemental Figure S17). To develop a model of this region, we
screened several murine Xist-derived constructs for folding homogeneity and identified a 41 nt sequence within
the B repeat region that is exclusively predicted to form
a single secondary structure representative of the hairpin
features predicted of the full-length B repeat region. This
model RNA contains six patches of 3–4 consecutive singlestranded cytosines interspaced evenly between short duplex
regions of Watson-Crick base pairs. Strikingly, the exclusivity of this structure prediction is experimentally supported
by fluorescence-based melting temperature measurements
that indicate the formation of a single RNA structure (Supplemental Figure S18). Additionally, treatment with RNase
I provide compelling experimental evidence of the formation of this structure in solution, and results in a cleavage pattern that strongly reflects the single-stranded regions
of the structure prediction (Supplemental Figure S18). We
conclude that this B repeat region motif RNA (hereafter referred to as the ‘B motif RNA’) represents a homogeneously
folded, tractable structural unit of the B repeat region of
mouse Xist and pursued investigation of its interaction with
hnRNPK.
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the linker between KH2 and KH3, thereby allowing us to
maintain any synergy that might exist between the KH domains due to relative spacing. When we perform binding
with this R9 to S9 mutant and the B motif RNA, we find
the R9 to S9 mutant binds the B motif with a 7-fold weaker
affinity than full-length wild type hnRNPK (430 ± 40 nM,
Table 3, Supplemental Figure S20). These data suggest that
the high affinity between hnRNPK and the B motif RNA is
not exclusively due to arginines within the RG/RGG motifs,
although it remains possible that the remaining 11 arginines
within the linker could still be contributing to binding. Furthermore, replacement of these arginines to serines did not
impact DNA binding, which remained weak at 3.0 ± 0.1
M (Supplemental Figure S20). Together, our domain analyses suggest that hnRNPK’s RNA binding activity, unlike
its DNA binding activity, requires more than a single region of hnRNPK. The domains of hnRNPK appear to be
purposed to different binding functions, with the RG/RGG
linker playing an essential role in hnRNPK’s ability to interact with long RNAs.
The C-patches within the B motif RNA are required for hnRNPK binding
To determine if the single-stranded cytosine patches within
the B motif RNA are required for high affinity binding in
the context of this scaffold, we created a cytosine-deplete
variant of the B motif RNA predicted to take on the
same singular predicted secondary structure, where all single stranded cytosines are replaced with uridines (C to U
variant) and tested its binding to hnRNPK (Figure 4A).

hnRNPK requires a minimum of three C-patches for high
affinity binding within the B motif RNA
To test the role of individual C-patches in achieving high
affinity binding with hnRNPK, we made a series of RNA
constructs utilizing this B motif RNA scaffold where individual sets of C-patches were replaced with U-patches. As
with the C to U variant, we found that replacing any one
patch or more of cytosines with uridines in any combination results in RNAs that all, except for three variants, exclusively retain the same predicted RNA secondary structure as the WT B motif RNA. Three variants are predicted
to form the same bulged hairpin structure as WT B motif
RNA in addition one other less stable structure (Supplemental Figure S22). Fluorescence-based melting temperature assays on these, as well as on all other structured variants, supports the presence of a single hairpin structure, indicating that WT B motif RNA and all of its mutants consistently form the same secondary structure in solution (Supplemental Figure S22).
Using this validated structural scaffold, we next sought
to determine whether high affinity hnRNPK binding requires all six C-patches or if a smaller number of C-patches
would suffice. We replaced C-patches with U-patches one at
a time from the 3 -to 5 -end and measured binding affinities with these RNAs and full-length hnRNPK. Binding
performed with these RNAs results in a range of observed
affinities ranging from WT affinity to no observable binding
at all (Figure 5A, B, Supplemental Figures S23–S25). We
find that RNAs containing five, four, and three C-patches
all bind hnRNPK with WT affinity (variants (1,2,3,4,5),
(1,2,3,4) and (1,2,3) respectively, Figure 5A, B, C). Binding
decreases 5.9-fold when only two C-patches remain (variant
(1,2)), and binding is completely lost if only one C-patch is
present (variant (1)) (Figure 5A, B). Thus, in the context of
the structured B motif, three C-patches are necessary and
sufficient for a full binding interaction. hnRNPK is able to
accommodate two C-patches to achieve a moderate interaction and is unable to bind just one C-patch.
Since there was a such a dramatic loss of binding when
transitioning from two C-patches to one C-patch, we asked
how the relative positioning of two C-patches affected binding. First, we performed binding with variants (1,3) and
(1,6) to ask if the two C-patches need to be adjacent in primary sequence or if they could be adjacent in structural
space and find that both (1,3) and (1,6) fail to bind appreciably to hnRNPK (Figure 6A, B, Supplemental Figure S24).
Thus, in the structured context, two C-patches need to be
adjacent in primary sequence in order to achieve the optimal interaction with hnRNPK. Next, we asked if the position of these two adjacent C-patches within the hairpin
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Figure 4. hnRNPK recognizes single-stranded cytosines in the B motif
RNA. (A) Stylized cartoon depicting the six patches of single-stranded cytosines in the wild-type (WT) B motif RNA (purple) that are changed to
uridines in the C to U RNA variant (gray); patches are numbered from
the 5 - to the 3 -end of the RNA hairpin. (B) Representative normalized
binding curves for the WT B motif RNA and the C to U RNA variant to
full-length hnRNPK.

The predicted conservation of secondary structure for this
‘C to U’ variant RNA is supported by melting temperature
and RNase I accessibility data (Supplemental Figure S21).
We find that substituting these cytosine patches en masse
to uridine completely abolishes hnRNPK’s ability to bind
(Figure 4B). Thus, wild type (WT) B motif RNA and its C
to U variant RNA provides a modular RNA platform to determine sequence and structural requirements for hnRNPK
recognition.
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Figure 5. Cytosine-patch minimization of the B motif RNA and binding to full-length hnRNPK. (A) Average Gs of binding for B motif RNA variants
to full-length hnRNPK with associated standard errors; WT is the wild-type B motif RNA, CtoU is the C to U variant, and the names of other variants
describe which positions along the RNA hairpin contain patches of cytosines. (B) Apparent melting temperatures of RNA variants with associated standard
errors (n = 3); apparent dissociation constants of RNA variants to full-length hnRNPK with associated standard errors, n is the number of binding
replicates, relative KD s are to that of the wild-type B motif RNA. The P values from two-tailed t-tests determine binding constant averages that differ
from that of WT as indicated with statistical significance (**P < 0.01). Representative binding curves can be found in Supplemental Figures S23–S25. (C)
Stylized cartoon illustrating the cytosine patch numbering scheme using variant (1, 2, 3) as an example.

influences hnRNPK recognition by moving these two adjacent C-patches sequentially from the 5 -end to the 3 -end of
the hairpin and performed binding with these and the fulllength protein. Variant (1,2) binds the tightest at 380 nM,
variants (2,3) and (5,6) show a loss in affinity to 710 and 730
nM respectively, and variants (3,4) and (4,5) bind weakly in
the micromolar range (Figure 6A, B; Supplemental Figure
S24). These results demonstrate that hnRNPK recognition
of C-patches depends on positioning within the RNA structure, and more specifically, suggests that hnRNPK strongly
disfavors interacting with C-patches in the terminal loop
found in B motif RNA. Moreover, the ability of variant (2,3)
to bind with submicromolar affinity compared with the inability of variant (4,5) to bind well emphasizes the importance of the 5 -most C-patch residing in an internal loop
rather than a terminal loop.
hnRNPK interacts with all three-C-patch variants of the B
motif RNA productively, but achieves 10-fold differentiation
in affinity through their relative placement
Since many in vivo hnRNPK-bound RNAs contain more
than two patches of cytosines, we asked how the relative positioning of a higher number of C-patches within the RNA
structure would influence hnRNPK recognition. Because
the three-C-patch RNA from the minimization experiments
was sufficient to achieve WT affinity, we created all 20 possible RNA variants that contained unique combinations of

three C-patches and measured their binding affinities to hnRNPK (Supplemental Figures S25 and S26). We find that
hnRNPK is able to bind this entire set of variants with submicromolar affinity, but that the variation in affinity suggested discrimination between ligands, with affinities ranging from 0.8 to 8.0-fold that of WT B motif RNA (Figure
7A, B).
Implications of these results are two-fold. First, the data
show hnRNPK is able to recognize the ligand with appreciable apparent affinity when presented with a high enough
number of small binding sites within a set length of RNA.
Second, because hnRNPK binds some three-C-patch ligands an order of magnitude better than others (KD ’s range
between 50 and 490 nM), hnRNPK is still able to discriminate between and prefers certain spatial arrangements of
C-patches. Moreover, analysis of the differences in affinities
between three-C-patch variants and the position of these Cpatches yield insights that are consistent with findings from
the two-C-patch experiment. Specifically, hnRNPK binds
the tightest when there are at least two adjacent C-patches
in a row, and when these two adjacent patches are not part
of the terminal loop (C-patches at positions 3 and 4 in the
hairpin). In fact, all ligands that contain C-patches at positions 1,2,X or X,5,6 are able to bind within 2-fold of WT
B motif RNA while ligands that contain C-patches at positions X,3,4 or 3,4,X bind 4-fold or more weaker than WT
B motif RNA (Figure 7A, B). These results show that high
affinity binding between hnRNPK and the B motif RNA
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Figure 6. Two-cytosine-patch variants of the B motif RNA and binding
to full-length hnRNPK. (A) Average Gs of binding for two-patch B
motif RNA variants to full-length hnRNPK with associated standard errors; WT is the wild-type B motif RNA, names of other variants describe
which positions along the RNA hairpin contain patches of cytosines (left);
stylized cartoon of the B motif RNA structure (right). Colors correspond
to adjacent internal loop cytosine patches (green and blue) and adjacent
terminal loop cytosine patches (red). (B) Apparent melting temperatures
of RNA variants with associated standard errors (n = 3); apparent dissociation constants of RNA variants to full-length hnRNPK with associated
standard errors, n is the number of binding replicates, relative KD s are to
that of the wild-type B motif RNA. The P values from two-tailed t-tests
determine binding constant averages that differ from each other as indicated with statistical significance (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). Representative
binding curves can be found in Supplemental Figure S24.

requires three C-patches at a minimum and is also highly
dependent on the position of those patches relative to RNA
structure.
Ablation of B-motif secondary structure rescues high-affinity
binding by hnRNPK
The above analysis suggests that hnRNPK binding is highly
sensitive to the disposition of C-patches within structured
RNAs. This observation raises the question of whether this
selectivity is relaxed in unstructured RNAs. To better understand the role of the B motif RNA’s structure in binding
affinity, we altered the sequence of the WT B motif RNA
and six of the C-patch substituted RNA variants to disrupt the stability of the hairpin. In each single-stranded
variant (denoted with ss), three guanines were mutated
to adenines to eliminate GC pairing and destabilize the
hairpin (Table 4). Secondary structure prediction on these
ssRNAs using mFold did not return any stable folds, consistent with melting assays that confirmed that the folding
of each ss variant is disrupted compared to its more stable
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1.0
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Figure 7. Three-cytosine-patch variants of the B motif RNA and binding
to full-length hnRNPK. (A) Average Gs of binding for three-patch B
motif RNA variants to full-length hnRNPK with associated standard errors; WT is the wild-type B motif RNA, names of other variants describe
which positions along the RNA hairpin contain patches of cytosines, and
colors correspond to the stylized cartoon in Figure 6 and indicate 1,2,X
(green), X,3,4 or 3,4,X; (red) and X,5,6 (blue) variants. Gray indicates
RNA variants that don’t fit into the above three categories. (B) Apparent
melting temperatures of RNA variants with associated standard errors (n
= 3); apparent dissociation constants of RNA variants to full-length hnRNPK with associated standard errors, n is the number of binding replicates, relative KD s are to that of the wild-type B motif RNA, (+ ) indicate
variants that have one other predicted secondary structure in addition to
the B motif hairpin (Supplemental Figure S22). The P values from twotailed t-tests determine binding constant averages that differ from that of
WT as indicated with statistical significance (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). Representative binding curves can be found in Supplemental Figures S25 and
S26.

counterpart (Supplemental Figures S27 and S28). We then
performed FA binding assays with hnRNPK and compared
the KD App of each RNA to its ss variant (Table 4, Supplemental Figure S29). The ssWT B motif RNA maintains a
similar affinity to hnRNPK relative to its structured counterpart, the WT B motif RNA. However, while the full C
to U variant showed no observable binding in the hairpin
structure, the ssCtoU variant binds only 5.7-fold weaker
than the WT B motif RNA. This rescue effect can be seen
with the C-patch RNAs as well. Constructs that bind with
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Table 4. hnRNPK tolerates C to U B motif RNA variants in the absence of RNA structure. Single-stranded cytosine patches are underlined and guanine
to adenine mutations used to disrupt RNA folding are highlighted in red. Average apparent binding constants and associated standard errors to full-length
hnRNPK are reported as well as binding constants relative to the WT B motif RNA (Krel ); experiments are performed in triplicate or more. DNB = does
not bind/no observable binding. Representative binding curves can be found in Supplemental Figure S29.

Sequence (5′-3′)

KDApp, nM

n

Krel
(to WT)

WT

GCAGCCCCAGCCCCAGCCCCUACCCCUGCCCCUGCCCCUGC

61 ± 6

40

1.0

ssWT

GCAACCCCAACCCCAACCCCUACCCCUGCCCCUGCCCCUGC

80 ± 10

9

1.3

C to U

GCAGUUUCAGUUUCAGUUUUUAUUUCUGUUUCUGUUUCUGC

DNB

6

>150

ssCtoU

GCAAUUUCAAUUUCAAUUUUUAUUUCUGUUUCUGUUUCUGC

350 ± 20

3

5.7

1,2

GCAGCCCCAGCCCCAGUUUUUAUUUCUGUUUCUGUUUCUGC

380 ± 30

5

6.2

ss1,2

GCAACCCCAACCCCAAUUUUUAUUUCUGUUUCUGUUUCUGC

46 ± 5

3

0.8

1

GCAGCCCCAGUUUCAGUUUUUAUUUCUGUUUCUGUUUCUGC

DNB

3

>150

ss1

GCAACCCCAAUUUCAAUUUUUAUUUCUGUUUCUGUUUCUGC

69 ± 8

3

1.1

3,4

GCAGUUUCAGUUUCAGCCCCUACCCCUGUUUCUGUUUCUGC

6300 ± 800

7

100

ss3,4

GCAAUUUCAAUUUCAACCCCUACCCCUGUUUCUGUUUCUGC

50 ± 7

3

0.8

5,6

GCAGUUUCAGUUUCAGUUUUUAUUUCUGCCCCUGCCCCUGC

730 ± 50

5

12

ss5,6

GCAAUUUCAAUUUCAAUUUUUAUUUCUGCCCCUGCCCCUGC

110 ± 10

3

1.8

1,3,6

GCAGCCCCAGUUUCAGCCCCUAUUUCUGUUUCUGCCCCUGC

210 ± 20

5

3.4

ss1,3,6

GCAACCCCAAUUUCAACCCCUAUUUCUGUUUCUGCCCCUGC

270 ± 20

4

4.4

greater than 10-fold weaker affinity, like RNA variants (3,4)
and (5,6), or that show no measurable binding like variant
(1) maintain affinity within 2-fold of WT when forced to be
single-stranded (Table 4, Supplemental Figure S29). Taken
together, these results suggest that hnRNPK–RNA interactions that are sensitive to structural constraints can recover
high affinity binding when these constraints are lifted. This
effect is likely due to the flexibility of the ligand to adopt
more binding competent conformations when the hairpin
structure is no longer enforced. These results are consistent
with the observation that a stringent binding motif did not
emerge from the analysis of biological ligands. While hnRNPK is able to bind both single-stranded and structured
RNAs with high affinity, it is more tolerant of the relative
disposition of C-patches in single-stranded RNA and more
discriminating of their location in constrained RNA structures.

DISCUSSION
hnRNPK is one of several ubiquitous, high abundance
RNA-binding proteins that are characterized by the presence of multiple tandem interaction domains and their ability to interact with a large range of targets (63). How these
proteins use their multiple domains to engage with and discriminate between a range of biological targets has been addressed using in vitro biochemical preferences and, more recently, comprehensive analysis of their in vivo bound RNAs
(21,22,57,64). While many protein binding preferences have
been distilled down to simple motifs (22,64), how well these

motifs recapitulate biological behavior is an outstanding
question.
The binding preference of hnRNPK has been expressed
as containing patches of clusters of cytosine nucleotides
(15,19,22,57). We observe a similar pattern in available
eCLIP data, with the consensus defined by patches of three
to four Cs interspersed by 2–3 weakly predicted nucleotides
(Figure 2A). While the set of known hnRNPK-interacting
RNAs consistently contain C-patches, we report here that
the binding affinity for these RNAs spans more than a 10fold range of values and does not necessarily follow the
trend anticipated from the consensus. For example, Rab7
contains only one stretch of consecutive cytosines but binds
well, while the Sirloin motif and Cdk6 3 UTR contain several stretches of cytosines yet bind weakly (Table 1).
These data clearly show that the binding preferences of
hnRNPK cannot be exclusively represented by a single consensus sequence. In addition to containing C-patches, the
hnRNPK binding profile is notably depleted of purines,
suggesting that the binding site may disfavor secondary
structure. The structural context dependence of hnRNPK
interaction is particularly evident when analyzing how hnRNPK binds the B repeat of Xist as part of its essential
role in mediating XCI. Using a consensus ligand derived
from this B repeat region, we found that hnRNPK requires
at least two adjacent cytosine patches, and interacts tightest when these two adjacent cytosine patches reside within
internal loops. Our data suggest that simple motif predictions for complex binding events may be overly simplistic
and provide an inaccurate view of binding events that occur
through alternate modes of accommodation. Rather, bio-
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ences. Thus, strategies that rely on using in vivo association
may miss the mark. Finally, the observation that biologically associated RNAs bind with a range of affinity may
serve to provide functional discrimination, as tight versus
weak binding might serve a specific function for several of
the tested ‘biologically relevant RNAs’ that are bound by
hnRNPK.
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